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Working Class Strategies in the Transition to
Democracy in Brazil
Leigh A. Payne

The Brazilian labor movement played an instrumental role in the demise of Brazil's
authoritarian regime. As one of the few highly organized and institutionalized social actors
in Brazil in the late 1970s, the labor movement led massive strikes, demonstrations, and
rallies protesting the military government's policies and demanding a return to democracy.'
This article examines how organized labor in Brazil articulated and defended its interests
in the period of political reconstruction and democratization. How did the labor movement
act? Why did it act as it did? And what are the consequences for the labor movement and the

consolidation of democracy?
To study these questions, this article applies two approaches derived from the literature on

transitions to democracy: the "coup poker" and "multilayered chess game" analogies.
While both approaches are useful in establishing broad parameters for analysis of the
strategies available to labor movements and the impact of those strategies on such
movements and the emerging democratic system, I show with the Brazilian case that they

ignore several motivating factors and possible outcomes of those strategies. And, in
analyzing the Brazilian case, I suggest that, although certain political, economic, and
organizational constraints on the working class are greater during political transitions than
under a stable democratic regime, the labor movement's strategies and the results of those
strategies are very similar during both periods.

The "Coup Poker" and "Multilayered Chess Game" Analogies
O'Donnell and Schmitter have developed a conceptual framework for analyzing transitions
from authoritarian rule.2 As they recognize, the framework has limitations. First, it was
developed while several Latin American nations were undergoing political transformations.
Thus, the authors lacked historical perspective on the outcomes of the transition process and
many of the factors that affect it. Second, because the authors aspired to foster greater
democracy, they focused on political variables in the process of regime change (for example,
the behavior of political actors and institutions), while overlooking other factors which affect
the process of transition.3

Nonetheless, O'Donnell and Schmitter provide a useful organizational framework for
studying prodemocracy groups during transitions from authoritarian rule. In this article, I

will apply to the Brazilian case the part of that framework which addresses the role of
organized labor during political transitions, the "coup poker" and the "multilayered chess
game" analogies. These analogies identify the strategies prodemocracy groups use to make
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their demands, the factors which influence those strategy choices, and the outcome of those
strategies for the groups and for the future of democracy.

The "coup poker" and "multilayered chess game" analogies divide prodemocracy social
groups, including labor, into the following three categories: "opportunistic elements,"
"maximalist members," and "democratic recalcitrants" (see Table 1).
"Opportunistic elements" become acquiescent in the transition period. They do so
because they fear that, if they press their demands too forcefully, they will provoke a coup

which will reverse the transition to democracy.4 Thus, this group sacrifices its specific
interests in order to ensure a stable political environment, and in so doing may become
weak. It may lose its base of support if it is perceived as surrendering too much. Once it has
lost its power, the government can avoid granting substantial concessions to it. In short, this

group accepts a highly limited liberalization in order to guarantee the transition to
democracy.5

The "maximalist members" of the prodemocracy movement pursue their demands
without considering the threat of a coup. They will risk a coup rather than accept a
"self-limited outcome."6 If these actors become powerful enough to threaten the hard-liners
(that is, by challenging the armed forces and the right to private property or by instigating
violence), the hard-liners will eliminate them and end the democratic transition.7 Thus, this

strategy jeopardizes both the survival of the group and the future of democracy.

The "democratic recalcitrants" lie between the "opportunists" and the "maximalists."

They neither reject nor accept absolutely the rules established by the transitional
government. They negotiate a mutually acceptable set of rules and democratic procedures as
long as certain democratic guarantees are included but insist on their right to participate in
the process of defining those rules and procedures. By taking this route, the "democratic

recalcitrants" win credibility, popular support, and concessions from the transitional
government which will allow them to increase their participation in the democratic process.8

Thus, democratic recalcitrants can simultaneously strengthen their movement and maximize
the liberalization measures adopted by the transitional government.
In this article, I demonstrate that the Brazilian labor movement pursued the "democratic

recalcitrants" strategy during the New Republic. First, I show why the Brazilian labor

Table 1 Summary of the "Coup Poker" and "Multilayered Chess Game" Analogies
Labor Group Motivating Factors Strategy Outcome
(A)

Opportunists Fear of Coup; Acquiesce; Restricted

Protect Democracy Accept Top- Democracy;

Down Rules Weak Movement

(B)

Maximalists Self-Interest Combative; Coup--End of
Reject Democracy;

Compromise Movement

Eliminated

(C)

Recalcitrants Hope for Partici- Confront; Open Democracy;
pation in Democracy Compromise Only Strong Movement
With Participation Guaranteed
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movement did not adopt an acquiescent role in the New Republic. Second, I show why a
confrontational strategy did not undermine the transition to democracy. Finally, in the
conclusion, I argue that, even though the Brazilian labor movement pursued the "democratic
recalcitrants" strategy, the factors motivating its behavior, the constraints on that behavior,

and the outcome of its behavior were, in several respects, different from what O'Donnell
and Schmitter predict, but not necessarily different from the behavior of organized labor in
stable democracies.

The Brazilian Labor Movement Rejects an Acquiescent Posture
The labor movement did not assume an acquiescent role during the New Republic for three
central reasons. First, since participatory channels existed, the movement was not compelled
to accept "top-down democratization." Second, the economic crisis required trade unions to
confront the government. Third, new union leaders challenged prior patterns of behavior,
such as trade union accommodation and acceptance of corporatist state controls over union
autonomy.

Participatory Channels9 In February 1987, the Brazilian constituent assembly began
writing a new constitution. Since previous Brazilian constitutions outlined labor rights, labor

organizations seized the opportunity both to participate in the definition of the new
democratic rules and procedures and concurrently to protect the future of organized labor.

The working class won an important victory when Luis Indicio da Silva (Lula), the
president of the Workers' Party (PT) and-the former head of the most militant labor union in

the country,'0 was elected to the constituent assembly with more votes than any other
candidate. However, the labor movement was disappointed by the rest of the returns.
Manual workers comprised only about 3 percent of the assembly, while members of the
business class comprised 32 percent.I' The labor movement could depend on only about 22
percent of the members in the assembly to represent working class interests.12

Despite the low level of representation, labor unions and federations used vigorous
lobbying and strategic planning to win victories in the constituent assembly. First, the labor
lobbying organ, the National Trade Union Department for Political Affairs (DIAP),'3 drafted

an extensive labor legislation proposal for the constitution (for example, reduction in the

work week, increases in the minimum wage, overtime and holiday pay, and pensions,
protections for working women and minors, job security, the right to strike, and improved

working conditions). Much of the DIAP proposal was successfully incorporated into the
constitution.

In addition, progressive political parties assisted the labor movement in promoting labor

rights in the constitution. They insured that their members outnumbered those from
conservative parties on the labor rights' committees. Thus, a modified DIAP proposal
passed in the first and second rounds of negotiations (the subcommittee on labor rights and
the committee on social order, respectively).'4 Even in the third round of discussions (the
systematization committee), after business group lobbying had intensified, the working class
again won a modified version of its original proposal.

Business groups were most concerned about the job security provision, which would
223
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prohibit employers from firing employees without just cause. In order to defeat the
provision, business groups organized a conservative block in the assembly called the
Centrao, or broad center. 15 The Centrdo hoped to replace the job security provision with an
indemnity clause which allowed employers to fire employees as long as they compensated
them for the number of years they had worked in the firm. Although the Centrdo believed

that a higher level of compensation would make arbitrary dismissals too costly for
employers, this kind of indemnity was already part of Brazilian law and had not provided
any deterrent to discharges without cause.
The Centrdo held a majority in the plenary, so in the penultimate round of discussions it
successfully changed the rules of the constituent assembly so as to allow the Centrdo to present

alternatives to articles already approved in lower committees. The Centrdo then accepted a
compromise with the centrist governing party, PMDB, by which it obtained the indemnity
clause in exchange for progressive social legislation (for example, reduction in the work
week from forty-eight to forty-four hours, with a maximum of six-hour shifts in firms that

work around the clock; overtime pay increased from 25 percent to 50 percent above regular

wages; vacation pay 33 percent above regular wages; increased pensions; maternity leave
extended from ninety days to 120 days; eight-day paternity leave; and a minimum wage
covering the cost of housing, food, clothing, hygiene, education, health, and entertainment).

While the Centrdo proved moderately successful in its lobbying efforts, it failed to
prevent passage of an unrestricted right to strike. On October 5, 1988, the constitution,
including the labor provisions, was approved.
In sum, even though the labor movement was outnumbered in the constituent assembly
and had far fewer resources to mobilize in its lobbying efforts than business groups, it won
significant constitutional safeguards for the working class. By participating in the drafting of

the constitution, the labor movement helped define the rules and procedures of the
democratic system, thereby protecting its own rights and freedoms in that system. Although
it was ultimately forced to compromise, it nevertheless won significant concessions.

The preceding discussion suggests a modification of the O'Donnell and Schmitter model:

the labor movement's choice of strategy is shaped by opportunities for participation
available in the transition period. In the Brazilian case, the labor movement could opt for the

"democratic recalcitrants" strategy because the constituent assembly provided a forum
through which labor organizations could participate in the process of defining democratic
rules and procedures. The labor movement mobilized political parties, lobbyists, and trade
unions to guarantee certain constitutional rights and freedoms for the working class. By
electing representatives to the constituent assembly, the labor movement secured a means by
which the working class could participate in the transition process. Without this means of

participation, the labor movement would have been forced to choose either to accept
decisions made without its input (the "opportunistic elements" strategy) or to work outside

the system to make its demands (the "maximalist members" strategy).

Economic Crisis The New Republic government initiated a series of economic programs to
try to resolve the country's serious economic problems. Sectors of the labor movement
opposed these programs for two central reasons. First, the government did not consult labor
organizations before implementing them. Second, they caused wage losses.
224
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The first such program, Piano Cruzado I, was announced on February 28, 1986. The idea
was to control inflation and maintain purchasing power and growth without reducing public

spending. Among other measures, the plan involved averaging wages over the prior
six-month period, adding a bonus, and then freezing the wages. The government also froze

prices, although they rose disproportionately when measured against income, since they
were not averaged over a six-month period. The government also instituted a program called

the gatilho, or trigger, which would allow automatic wage increases whenever monthly
inflation exceeded 20 percent a month.
Labor leaders disagreed on the impact of the plan on the working class.'6 While leaders of

both major labor federations, CUT and CONCLAT/CGT, believed the plan would erode
wages, CONCLAT/CGT felt that price freezes and unemployment benefits would
compensate for those losses.'7 Dieese, the Interunion Department for Statistical and
Economic Studies, admitted that some workers would win an increase of 53 percent, but
overall real wages would fall by 12 percent under Cruzado I. This would occur because, in
calculating wage rates, the government did not include the increases to wages due to
inflation for the month immediately preceding Cruzado I (February 1986). Since that
month's inflation was the highest of the six-month period, the wages were frozen at an
artificially low level. Furthermore, workers whose real wages had increased over the
six-month period lost those increases with the wage averaging. In addition, Cruzado I
canceled out any wage increases in collective bargaining agreements negotiated before the
announcement of the plan. Dieese was also shocked that the trigger was set at 20 percent,
given that the government hoped to keep inflation near zero. If inflation stayed at 18 or 19
percent for several months, workers would not receive an increase, even though their
buying power would be greatly reduced.'8
In an attempt to appease its trade union opponents, the Sarney government passed an

amendment to the plan on March 17, 1986. This amendment guaranteed workers an
automatic wage increase equivalent to 60 percent of the rate of inflation at scheduled wage
negotiation sessions. Since this amendment only partially compensated wage losses, it did

not quell labor opposition to the plan. Dieese and CUT demanded full compensation for
inflation.19

In its first few months the plan boosted the economy through soaring consumer
purchases.20 However, its shortcomings soon became obvious. Price freezes caused product
shortages. Consumers were forced to purchase staple products, such as meat and milk, at

exorbitant black market prices. Eventually, shopkeepers, restaurants, and markets began
charging black market prices since President Sarney's "price watchdogs" were ineffective.21

The government initiated a new program to correct these problems: Piano Cruzado II.
The idea behind Cruzado II was to stimulate economic growth and create a surplus of dollars

for debt payments. The measures adopted for this plan included price increases to make
certain sectors more profitable and strategies to improve the balance of trade.

Dieese argued that low income wage earners suffered tremendously under this plan. It
accused the government of manipulating the cost of living index to avoid issuing the trigger.
For example, the government designed a "restricted" consumer price index which excluded

certain price increases, in particular electrical energy, alcoholic beverages, cigarettes, sugar,
medicine, and rents.22 According to Dieese, these prices brought a 22.9 percent increase in

the cost of living which should have released the trigger.23 Since the government did not
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issue the trigger, Dieese calculated that average real wages in April 1987 were 21 percent
less than in March 1986.24

Instead of issuing the trigger, the government initiated a new economic program on June
12, 1987, named the Bresser Plan after Finance Minister Luis Carlos Bresser Pereira, which
ended the trigger system, restructured wages, imposed a partial and temporary price freeze,

instituted a "midi-devaluation,"25 and reduced public spending-for example, postponed
public works projects scheduled for 1987 and eliminated wheat subsidies. The loss of jobs
due to cuts in public projects, as well as the increase in the price of wheat, would obviously
bring more hardship to workers.

However, wages were workers' central concern under the Bresser Plan. The government
used a method for calculating wages similar to the one it had used in Cruzado I: it froze
wages in July 1987 by averaging wages over several months but failed to include June's
inflation rate in that average. The government also used a technique from Cruzado II in
calculating wage increases: the calculation of the cost of living increases would not include
price increases for utilities and basic foods. Dieese estimated a fall in wages of 38 percent,
resulting in the lowest real wage level since Cruzado I was instituted.

The Bresser Plan wage freeze lasted ninety days, after which wages were adjusted
monthly, based on the average inflation over the previous three months. This system, called

URP (Unidade de Referincia de Prepos), would allow wages to keep pace with inflation
only if inflation stayed at zero or fell during the previous three months. Moreover, the losses
incurred by workers during the ninety day period would not be paid until after the freeze and

could be apportioned into six monthly payments. Thus, workers might not fully recover their

losses from May 1987 until March 1988.
The Bresser Plan underwent its own transformation. In April 1988 the government froze

the URP for public employees for sixty days. This spurred massive strikes, firings in
retaliation for those strikes, and lawsuits in the labor court.26 The highest labor court in the
country ruled in favor of workers and declared the measure unconstitutional.

When economic projections for 1989 predicted 1500 percent inflation, the government
introduced a new economic program, the Summer Plan. It included an indefinite wage and
price freeze.27 Shortages and black market prices again prevailed. The two major labor

federations, CUT and CGT, calculated wage losses of 33 percent to 43 percent. Even
congress and business elites, anticipating a severe drop in consumer spending power,
protested the wage squeeze.28 The trade unions called a general strike in March 1989 to
protest the fall in real wages due to the Summer Plan.

Workers earning the minimum wage, who comprise about 70 percent of Brazil's
economically active population, also incurred losses during the New Republic. Table 2
shows that the preexisting decline in the minimum wage continued during 1985-1987 until
it reached its lowest level since the early 1950s.

Although trade unions attempted to recover these wage losses through collective
bargaining with employers, they were only partially successful since the government had
forbidden employers to pass wage increases on to consumers in the form of higher prices.29
In sum, the Brazilian labor movement eschewed an "opportunistic elements" strategy and
refused to accept the New Republic government's economic policies. Instead, it opted for
the "democratic recalcitrants" strategy. It challenged the government's refusal to allow labor
organizations to participate in the economic decision-making process and condemned the
226
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Table 2 Real Minimum Wage in Brazil, 1940-1986

(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

Real Mini- Wage Real Mini- Wage
YEAR mum Wage Index YEAR mum Wage Index
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945

8687.76
7919.27
7109.99
6982.82
7373.08
5940.78

98.02
89.35
80.22
78.78
83.19
67.03

1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

8197.42
7904.88
6738.53
6374.64
6238.61
6003.20

92.49
89.19
76.03
71.92
70.39
67.73

1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952

5213.05 58.82
3983.11 44.94
3679.31 41.51
3738.75 42.18
3531.24 39.84
3261-.28 36.80
8754.43 98.77

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

6109.45
5846.50
5741.73
5261.65
4828.77
5043.70
5011.05

68.93
65.96
64.78
59.36
54.48
56.91
56.54

1953 7210.14 81.35 1977
1954 8764.07 98.88 1978
1955 9841.68 111.04 1979
1956 9998.46 112.81 1980

5221.95
5379.55
5431.91
5475.48

58.92
60.70
61.29
61.78

1957 10,870.94 122.65 1981 5614.17 63.34
1958 9457.04 106.70 1982 5851.57 66.02

1959 10,586.84 119.45 1983 4972.40 56.10
1960
1961
1962
1963

8889.57
9884.50
9024.30
7933.10

100.30 1984 4612.01
111.52 1985 4718.87
101.82 1986 4463.29
89.51 1987 3005.84*

52.04
53.24
50.36
33.91*

*Average up to October 1987

(1) Real Minimum Wage in Cruzados (October 1987 value)
(2) Real Minimum Wage Index (July 1940 = 100)
Source: Dieese, 1987

policies which evolved from that process because they failed to

fundamental working class interests (for example, adequate wages

labor movement began to discredit the government's economic progr

national level. As depicted in Table 3, the labor movement organized
of strikes which united trade unions across the country. These str
increases, a debt moratorium to improve the economy and increase
immediate and direct presidential elections, an end to the wage squeez
a president responsive to workers' demands.

The "Peleguismo" Legacy Finally, the Brazilian labor movement

acquiescent strategy because of its history. The modem labor moveme

of a rejection of peleguismo, or trade union cooperation with a

government. A "new unionism" emerged in the late 1970s, with a nat
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Table 3 National Strikes, 1983-1986
Number of

Year

National

Strikes

1983
2
1984
5
1985
15
1986
25
1987
42
TOTAL

89

Source: Leigh Payne, Data Base on Strikes in Brazil, 1983-

1987.

and massive strikes and rallies. In these mobilizations, the new move

commitment to three principles which distinguished it from the
democracy, participation of the rank and file in union decision
leaders to rank-and-file demands; combative strategies, a willing

imprisonment, and government repression in order to assert deman
the government.31

While these principles are generally attributed to the more mili
began to confront the government more often in 1988, when it f
through conciliation. Moreover, the CGT fears being associated w
worked hard at shedding that image.
Thus, in choosing a strategy of confrontation, the Brazilian labor
break the pattern of trade union accommodation which had existe

fundamental working class interests, (3) win support among it
strengthen the labor movement.

In sum, the Brazilian labor movement did not assume an ac

Participatory channels existed which allowed organized labor to help

rules and procedures; it did not have to accept "top-down demo
because the New Republic excluded the labor movement from par
decisions and instituted programs inimical to workers' interest
confronted the government in order to change those policies. Thi

reinforced by the desire of the labor movement to break fro
accommodation and create a new movement which would defend workers' vital interests.

However, in confronting the government, did the labor movement threaten the political,

social, and economic order and undermine democracy, as predicted by O'Donnell and
Schmitter? It is to that question I now turn.

Threats to the Political and Economic Order?

The Brazilian labor movement can not be categorized as the "maximalists" mentioned in the

O'Donnell and Schmitter model for two primary reasons. First, their demands never
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threatened the government, the armed forces, or the bourgeoisie. Second, the labor
movement lacked the organizational strength to seriously threaten those elites' interests.

Workers' Demands The Brazilian labor movement is not radical. Revolutionary
sentiment is largely absent from the labor movement's discourse and actions. For example,
last year Jair Meneguelli, the president of the more militant CUT, remarked, "socialism is a
priority of political parties, not of labor unions."32 Furthermore, while some labor leaders
defend riots and minor forms of violence, few incidents of violence actually occur.33 In
addition, while Table 4 shows that workers have engaged in an increasing number of strikes
of longer duration during the New Republic, these strikes have remained relatively peaceful.
Indeed, workers' demands have remained well within the capitalist framework. As Table

5 shows, nearly 90 percent of the strikes are for higher wages-hardly a radical demand
when 70 percent of the population earns under $100 a month.

The next most common reasons for strikes are working conditions and terms and
conditions of employment. As Table 6 shows, a reduction in hours was the primary demand
of the strikes for working conditions.34 By demanding a reduction in the forty-eight-hour

work week, organized labor hoped to improve the quality of life for workers and increase
employment. While hardly a threatening demand, employers resisted the reduction on the
grounds that it was costly and ineffective. Nonetheless, in collective bargaining sessions
many unions won reduction in hours. Analysis of strikes over terms and conditions of
employment shows that the majority concerned job security (see Table 7). Again, this was
an attempt to protect workers from arbitrary dismissal and unemployment. Employers
generally rejected this demand and instead offered workers severance benefits.
The causes of the other strikes during the New Republic include demands that employers
comply with the law, solidarity with other unions and workers, protests against government
intervention in unions, demands for worker representation in the workplace, and demands
for increased worker benefits (for example, food, transportation, medical care, and child
care).

In sum, although I have shown that the labor movement confronted the government and

private employers on working class concerns, neither its demands nor its tactics (for
example, strikes, collective bargaining, and lobbying the constituent assembly) were radical.

Thus, the Brazilian labor movement refrained from threatening elites in the manner
suggested in the "coup poker" and "multilayered chess game" analogies; they did not use

Table 4 Strikes in Brazil, 1983-1987
Total Number Total Duration Ave. Duration Total Number
Year of Strikes of Strikes of Strikes of Strikers

1983 293 1210 4 days 2,040,499
1984 434 1490 3 days 1,526,570
1985 712 3762 5 days 5,916,905
1986 1148 5649 5 days 4,871,400
1987 1201 8473 7 days 7,797,649
TOTAL 3789 20,584 5 days 22,183,023

Source: Leigh Payne, Data Base on Strikes in Brazil, 1983-1987.
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Table 5 Breakdown of Strikes by Demands

Working Terms and Non-Compliance
Year Wages/Bonuses Conditions Conditions With Law Demand

1983 118 (40%) 46 (16%) 65 (22%) 128 (447) 77 (26

1984 368 (BS%) 94 (22%) 142 (33%) 115 (26%) 78 (1

1995 677 (95%) 199 (27%) 180 (25%) 129 (18%) 80 (1

1986 1098 (96Z) '276 (24%) 226 (20%) 189 (17%) 147 (1

1987 1121 (93%) 142 (12%) 160 (13%) 131 (11%) 67 C

TOTAL 3382 (89%) 747 (20%) 773 (20Z) 692 (18%) 449 (12

Description of Demands:

Wages/Bonuses: Wages include demands for monthly, tri-monthly, six-mon
of wage adjustments for inflation; pay For holidays an
Bonuses include demands for extra-payment for overtim
unsafe or unhealthy work.

Working Conditions: Demands for reduction in work hours; health and safety

Terms and Conditions: Demands for explanations and criteria for hiring, prom

announcement of layoffs; and job security.

Non-Compliance with Demands for compliance to the Consolidated Labor Laws i
the Law: the employer, payment less than the official wage, refusal

Political Demands: Strikes in solidarity with other workers, against gover
strikers, and against government intervention in the u

Worker Participation: Recognition of shop-Floor committees, union d

representation in the firm; job security for worker re
authorization for union representatives to enter the f

Social Programs: Demands for firm subsidies for Food served in the workp
and From the workplace; additional medical benefits; ch
services.

Note: The totals for this table are the same as in Table 4. The total percent
since there were multiple responses.

Source: Leigh Payne, Data Base on Strikes in Brazil, 1983-127..
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Table 6 Breakdown of Strikes for "Working Conditions" (number of strikes/percent of total strikes per
year)
Reduction
Year

Health Safety in Hours General Other TOTAL

1985 10 (1%) 12 (2%) 121 (17%) 28 (4%) 18 (1%) 189 (27%)
1986 14 (1%) 25 (2%) 157 (14%) 59 (5%) 21 (2%) 276 (24%)
1987 14 (1%) 22 (2%) 80 ( 7%) 21 (2%) 5 (0%) 142 (12%)
TOTAL 38 (1%) 59 (2%) 358 ( 9%) 108 (3%) 44 (1%) 607 (16%)

Source: Leigh Payne, Data Base on Strikes in Brazil, 1983-1987.

violence, attack the existence, hierarchy, or assets of the armed forces, or challenge
property rights.35

Lack of Organizational Strength in the Movement One assumes that political o
grant labor movements more freedom to mobilize massive protests against gove
policies or strikes for workers' demands. This impression is confirmed in Table 4

documents the increasing number of strikes during the New Republic. Nonetheless, t

movement showed a decreasing ability to mobilize general strikes against gov
policies during the New Republic. This weakness prevented the labor moveme
threatening government and business groups.

The best example of organizational weakness was the lack of participation in the

20, 1987, general strike. The labor federations called the strike to demand r

increases, agrarian reform, the inclusion of workers' rights in the constitution, and

moratorium. A poll conducted by the Folha de Sdo Paulo showed that 87 percent
population considered the workers' demands just, yet only 39 percent would hon
strike. Indeed, rank-and-file support was low. Even in the "militant" industrial su
Sdo Paulo, participation was only about 20 percent. Fiesp, the business federatio

Paulo, reported that, while the normal absentee rate for workers is 3 percent, on A

the rate reached only 5 percent. The strike was general only in five small capitals36
few small cities.

What caused such low participation, given the widespread support for the strike's

Table 7 Breakdown of Strikes for "Terms and Conditions" Demands (number of strikes/percent of
total strikes per year)

Hiring &

Year Job Security Promotion Other TOTAL

1985 135 (19%) 33 ( 2%) 12 (2%) 180 (25%)
1986 149 (13%) 55 ( 5%) 22 (2%) 226 (20%)
1987 68 ( 6%) 90 (75%) 2 (0%) 160 (13%)
TOTAL 352 ( 9%) 178 ( 5%) 36 (1%) 566 (15%)
Source: Leigh Payne, Data Base on Strikes in Brazil, 1983-1987.
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demands? I argue that, although the transition to democracy ensured greater freedom, it also
constrained collective action.

The first constraint is the continued control by employers and the government over the
working class. Substantial changes in capital-labor relations simply had not taken place. The

government's continued control over wage increases protected employers from wage
demands. Moreover, restrictive labor laws remained in force,37 allowing employers to
dismiss union "troublemakers," even when these leaders had been guaranteed job security
for their membership on shop floor committees. In fact, shop floor committees have
virtually disappeared, partly as a result of selective dismissals by employers. For example,
the number of shop floor committees in Sao Bernardo has diminished from its high point of
eighteen out of 1200 firms in the early 1980s, to seven or eight in 1988.38 The government

also used violence on several occasions to quell labor conflict.39 Despite these violent
measures, the government seems to regard organized labor as a relatively weak actor in
society, albeit an actor which must be placated somewhat because of its potential to create
an explosive situation.
The economic crisis poses another constraint on collective action. Obviously, workers are
far more reluctant to risk being fired during periods of high unemployment. This factor
partially explains the failure of the general strike. Many of the workers fired after the

previous general strike, eight months earlier, still had not found employment or had
accepted jobs with less pay. Workers' fears of losing their jobs were reinforced by threats
from employers. For example, the head of the federation of industry in Sdo Paulo urged
employers to refuse to pay wages to strikers for the strike day and to fire any workers who

picketed or carried out other activities which employers perceived as disruptive to the social
order. The mayor of Sdo Paulo warned that any public servant who chose to go out on strike
would be fired immediately.

A third constraint on the labor movement's organizational capacity is union pluralism.
The increased liberty to form federations and the autonomy to elect new and independent
leaders generated greater diversity within the union movement. The movement was not split

simply between one combative camp (CUT) and one moderate camp (CGT). Factions
emerged within the confederations. The different ideological factions in CUT often created
incoherent strategies and a lack of unity. But the most significant new faction occurred in the
CGT.

This faction, called the sindicato de resultados, or pragmatic unionism, seemed to
respond to workers' fears over the employment consequences of mobilization. Its two
leaders are also leaders in the CGT: Luis Antrnio Medeiros, president of the Sdo Paulo
Metalworkers' Union, the largest union in Latin America,40 and A. Rogdrio Magri,
president of the Sdo Paulo Electrical Energy Trade Union.41 They oppose trade union
involvement in politics, in particular general strikes and lobbying. They argue that these
tactics are both ineffective and harmful, since employers will fire workers whenever there is

a strike or an increase in labor costs due to legislation. According to these leaders, trade
union demands should be won in collective bargaining agreements or in direct negotiations
with the government. In short, these labor leaders prefer conciliation to confrontation.
Medeiros and Magri have made numerous enemies within both the CUT and CGT. These
opponents contend that if Medeiros had advocated the positions outlined above prior to his

election, he never would have become president of the Sdo Paulo Metalworkers Union.
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Others suggest that Medeiros was elected by business and international interests, not by
metalworkers.42 Regardless of the size or source of support, the Medeiros and Magri faction
threatens to further divide the union movement43 and may prove to be a serious challenge to
the two federations in the future.

In sum, certain characteristics of the transition to democracy fragmented and demobilized
the labor movement, specifically, the remnants of authoritarian control over workers, the

economic crisis, pluralism, and lack of experience and leadership. Nevertheless, workers
did not abandon the movement; they simply acted more cautiously than leaders hoped. Thus,

although the labor movement lost direct support, it was not discredited. The movement
remained potentially capable of leading future work stoppages, which could disrupt order.

The government, recognizing organized labor's potential force, continued to grant
some-albeit minor--concessions to avoid such an outcome.

Conclusion

The Brazilian case provides new insights into working class strategies in transitions to
democracy. It highlights the constraints on labor movements' choices of strategy, questions

existing assumptions that labor movements possess sufficient power to shape the political
system, and challenges the view that labor movements act differently during periods of
political transition than they do during periods of political stability.

Constraints on Strategy Choices O'Donnell and Schmitter outline three motivating
factors which dictate interest groups' choice of strategy during a political transition:
"opportunists" are motivated by fear of a coup; "maximalists" are motivated by
self-interest; and "democratic recalcitrants" are motivated by a desire to participate in the

political system. The Brazilian case demonstrates that additional factors--political
opportunities and economic and organizational constraints -dictate labor movements'
choice of strategy.

Transitions offer new opportunities for political participation by labor movements,
including new arenas for participation (for example, congress and the constituent assembly)
and new representative organs for making demands in those arenas (for example, political

parties, trade unions, labor federations, and lobbying groups). These new opportunities
permit labor movements to eschew both acquiescent and intransigent strategies and instead
allow them to exert pressure within the system.
Further, transitions often result in economic hardship for workers in the form of low

wages and high unemployment. While low wages during a period of political opening
compel the labor movement to demand compensation, the fear of losing jobs during periods

of high unemployment tempers that demand. Thus, the labor movement rejects both
acquiescent and intransigent strategies and instead pursues a strategy of confrontation and
compromise.

Labor movements during transitions are generally weak. Even though the political
opening enables labor movements to reassert their demands, the period of authoritarian rule
eroded their independent leadership and base of support. Thus, since these movements can
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not adopt successful combative and uncompromising campaigns, they confront the political
system without undermining it.

In short, during political transitions labor movements pursue the "democratic
recalcitrants" strategy of confrontation and compromise. However, they choose this strategy
not only because they wish to participate in the political system, but because the opportunity
exists for them to participate, and economic and organizational constraints eliminate other
strategy options.

The Power of Labor Movements According to O'Donnell and Schmitter's model,
interest groups' strategies determine outcomes for the political system and for the interest
groups' strength: the "opportunists" strategy weakens the group and restricts democracy; the

"maximalists" strategy provokes a coup which ends the democratic transition and eliminates
the group; and the "democratic recalcitrants" strategy strengthens the group and extends the

democratic opening. The Brazilian case demonstrates that labor movements during political
transitions are weak even when they choose a "democratic recalcitrants" strategy and have,
therefore, only limited influence over the shape of the political system.

Labor movement strength during transitions is mitigated by political, economic, and
organizational conditions. The political situation weakens the movement in two ways: the
political opening creates new and competitive labor groups and leaders which fragment the
labor movement, and the government and employers retain controls from the authoritarian
period which they use to inhibit the labor movements' mobilization efforts. Economic
conditions during transitions may also hinder the development of a strong labor movement;
workers may not participate in strikes for fear of losing their jobs during periods of high
unemployment. A strong labor movement is further impeded by organizational factors, since

the solidarity, leadership, and expertise required of a strong movement was eliminated
during the authoritarian period and only slowly reasserts itself during the transition.

Labor movements' limited success in uniting and mobilizing workers prevents them from
undermining or expanding the democratic transition. They do not provoke a coup because
the mild threats they pose to the government and employers can be controlled without
military force. They also fail to win significant changes in the power structure (that is,
participation in economic decision making and dismantling of the corporatist system of labor

relations). However, their potential political power may enable them to win some
concessions for the working class.

Comparing Transitions and Stable Democracies Finally, the Brazilian case suggests
that labor movements behave similarly during political transition and stable democratic
periods. The constraints on their strategy choices and the outcomes of those strategies are
similar.

Labor movements during both political periods select strategies based on political
opportunities and economic and organizational constraints. When channels for political
participation exist, labor movements use them to defend the interests of the working class.
They neither ignore these channels and accept top-down policies nor reject them and assume
uncompromising positions.

Economic hardship may be greater for workers in a transition period than in a stable
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democracy. But in either case, economic decline will compel labor movements to demand a
role in economic decision making and compensation for their wage losses, but their ability
to press these demands will be tempered by high levels of unemployment.
Labor movements in stable democracies are generally more experienced than those in
nations undergoing political transitions. However, in either case, the labor movements have
a distinct character which is defined in part by their history (for example, past capital-labor
relations, government-labor relations, labor legislation, and leadership). This legacy plays
an important role in determining strategies chosen by the labor movement.
I further contend that these strategies do not transform political systems in periods of
either transition or stability. They are unlikely either to provoke a coup or create a more open

democracy. Instead, labor movements usually only minimize losses to the working class
rather than maximize political gains.44
The ability to defend working class interests will depend on the strength of the movement,
that is, its base of support and mobilization ability. The strength of the movement, whether

during a political transition or a stable democracy, does not depend on the strategy chosen by
the labor movement, but rather on the political, economic, and organizational constraints on

it. For example, labor movements suffer from fragmentation and pluralism in both stable

democracies and political transitions. Fragmentation may be greater during political
transitions, but in either case it will limit the creation of a strong, united movement to defend

working class interests. Moreover, the government and employers use reprisals against
workers in both political periods. Again, these reprisals may be more severe during political
transitions if authoritarian controls continue to prevail. Yet, in either case, reprisals will
curtail labor leaders' ability to mobilize workers.
Economic constraints on labor activity--particularly, high levels of unemployment--may

also be more severe during political transitions. However, in both stable democracies and
political transition periods, workers tend to abstain from trade union activity during periods
of high unemployment for fear of losing their jobs. Therefore, high levels of unemployment,

whether during a stable democracy or a political transition, will limit labor leaders' ability to

expand the movement's base of support and mobilize the working class.
Labor movements in stable democracies tend to be more established than those during a
political transition since they have had more time to evolve and solidify. However, similar
problems beset labor movements during both periods. The movements may be weak and
controlled by the government and may lack experienced leadership. Thus, the strategy
chosen by the labor movement does not determine the strength of the movement; the
character of the labor movement does. A labor movement which is able to build leadership,

escape government control, and develop organizational skills will prove more adept at
expanding its base of support and mobilizing workers. While these conditions are more
likely to exist during stable democracies, they are not an inevitable outcome of democratic
stability.

NOTES

This paper was originally presented at the fourteenth international congress of the Latin America
Association, New Orleans, March 17-19, 1988, under the title "The Brazilian Labor Movement and the New
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aspects of the article: Stephen Meili, David Cameron, David Collier, Margaret Keck, Steve Silvia, and Theresa Veccia

for discussing earlier versions of this paper; Larry Wright, Jose Alberto dos Santos, Aur6lio Nascimento, Dieese,
NEPP-UNICAMP, and Torsten Wetterblad for assistance with the strike data base; and the Social Science Research
Council, The Fulbright Commission, and the InterAmerican Foundation for funding the research for this project.
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